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Template for Determining Part Codes:-
Name Of Fitting / Light Source / Wattage / Lighting Technology / Colour of Body / Emergency Options / Diffuser Colour 

Name of 
Fitting

Light Source Wattage Lighting 
Technology

Colour of 
Body

Emergency 
Options

Diffuser 
Colour

Mini Flor-
ence

LED
FLU

20W
22W

Dim10%
DimOnOff
Switched

RF

WH 
(White)

PC 
(Polished 
Chrome)

AB 
(Antique 
Brass)

EM3
Self Test

Clear (CL)
Opal (OP)

Stock Code Description

MiniFlorence/LED/20W/Dim10%/WH/CL 20W LED FTG Dims to 10%, WH Body, CL Diff 

MiniFlorence/LED/20W/Dim10%/WH/EM3/CL EMG 20W LED FTG Dims to 10%, WH Body, CL Diff

MiniFlorence/LED/20W/DimOnOff/WH/CL 20W LED FTG Sensor On or Off, WH Body, CL Diff

MiniFlorence/LED/20W/DimOnOff/WH/EM3/CL EMG 20W LED FTG Sensor On or Off, WH Body, CL Diff

MiniFlorence/LED/20W/Switched/WH/CL 20W LED Switched, WH body, CL Diff

MiniFlorence/LED/20W/Switched/WH/EM3/CL 20W LED Switched, WH body, CL Diff

Key Points
Accepts any of the Lux Bright technologies on a 

fully removable steel gear tray.
Highly functional therefore typical generates 

significant long term reduced energy and 
maintenance costs.

Ideal for corridors, stairwells and entrance areas 
where you want to create a visually stimulating 

environment. 
Aesthetically pleasing.

High reliability. 
20W LED and 22W fluorescent versions.

Excellent colour rendering CRI >0.85.
Full 5 year warranty.

Construction
Spun steel body and bezel powder coated in 
gloss white. Different finishes including Satin 

Nickel, Antique Brass and Polished Chrome are 
available.

UV, fire retardant and high impact polycarbonate 
clear or opal prismatic diffuser.

Specification
The Lux Bright microwave sensor can be cus-

tomised to the needs of an individual site.
Integral emergency battery backup options, 

emergency lighting guard options and the ability 
to run off of central battery systems. The later 2 

options are site specific.
RF control between fittings is available.

Fused terminal blocks*

Installation
Can be ceiling or wall mounted.

Cable entry to the rear of the fitting, mini trunking 
may be used but will damage aesthetic impact. 

4 pole male and female connector block as 
standard.

This is the same as the Florence fitting but sufficiently smaller so that it can be used in standard corridors which typically have a width of 1.5M. This is 
small enough not to make the ceiling appear crowded and can even be wall mounted. The effect is the upmarket hotel feel to the navigational walkways 

of a building. The choice of bezel finish can add dramatic effects. The main benefit is you create that effect with the same energy and maintenance 
savings as say the Monza range.
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